Summer 2022
Week Seven Class Descriptions
Clay Planters: Enjoy the process of sculpting in clay, but create something beautiful and
functional. Hand-build clever and creative functional terracotta sculptures to be used and
enjoyed as a real planter to put a nice plant inside. All pieces will be painted with underglazes.
Art pieces will be kiln fired, glazed, kiln fired again and ready to use.
Creative Collage - Pieces of paper, newspaper, magazine and more can create wonderful
works of art. What will you create with your paper masterpiece?
Day at the Beach - Capture the calm of the seas as we paint our way to beaches around the
world. Brightly colored beach balls, sand toys and sea life will grace our works with their fun and
beauty! A variety of painting and mixed media will be used.
Driftwood Mobile: Start with unique and naturally beautiful driftwood and magic happens. Let’s
make summer sparkle with dangling organic shells and terracotta beads as well as non organic
mirrors, bells, keys and more! Perfect hanging art for every yard, porch, or bedroom.
Flower Power: Pretty and powerful- join us to create beautiful bouquets of flowers in drawing
and painting! Explore the color, shape and texture of nature’s beauties, using a combination of
materials and techniques.
Lovely Landscapes: Wide open spaces with beautiful plantings and stones and structures of
the outdoors - create together step-by-step pastel paintings of a lovely landscape.
Mini Monsters in Clay- Create your own unique monsters that are scary, funny, or cute. Design
your monster with five eyes, a tail, or horns. Whatever you can imagine, you can build! Don’t be
afraid to create something cute or creepy in our clay studio. Marvelous Clay monsters will come
to life in terra cotta clay. Clay Sculptures will be kiln fired.
Mosaic Flower - Mosaic is a process of making designs by inlaying bits of colored stone, glass,
shells, and ceramic pieces in grout. Using this foolproof technique, you will create a wonderful
mosaic flower, which can be staked in your garden. All materials included.
Mushroom House in Clay- What is cuter than a mini mushroom house for a backyard fairy or
troll? Create a little house in terra cotta clay & let your imagination run wild!
Painting on Glass - Using a technique of reverse painting, students will apply paint to a glass
surface, creating an image on glass. Animals, landscapes, pets and more can be creating using
this unique painting style.

Rockets & Spaceships in Clay- Fly, speed, or glide your way into step-by-step clay
instructions to create rocket ships in clay. We will study their structures, and make finished
artwork that will be painted with underglazes and kiln fired.
Sunny Summer Days - Animals love to swim and play all day. Using drawing and painting
mediums, students will create adorable scenes of animals doing their favorite summer things!
Summer landscapes will also be
Tapestry for Teens- Using a small table loom, create a beautiful wall hanging. Various colors
and textures of yarn, thread and fabric weave together to create a one-of-a-kind work of art.
Experiment with the patterns and textures to create your own masterpiece!

